OVERCOMING THRALLDOM

OVERCOMING THRALLDOM I AM FROM THE ORIGINAL DIASPORA OF FERTILITY AND HUMIDITY THROUGH WHICH PEOPLE FROM THIS WORLD COME FROM. I HAVE BEEN FORCEFULLY UPROOTED, AND PLACED HERE IN NORTH AMERICA; AND MY PERSONAL STRUGGLE OF OVERCOMING THRALLDOM AS IT PERTAINS TO MY MENTAL MORAL SERVICE TO HUMANITY AND FIGHTING AGAINST BEING MENTALLY AND IMMORALLY ENSLAVED BY THE INADEQUACIES OF OTHERS IN RELATION TO THEIR FEELINGS THOUGHTS ATTITUDE LANGUAGE AND ACTION. I MUST DEBRIEF MYSELF.

A) Therefore, I am with good intentions intensely increasing my task effort time energy and nature to open the blockages of my mind in relation to transforming my feelings thoughts attitude speech and actions.

B) Therefore, I am with good intentions intensely increasing my task effort time energy and nature to open up the blockages of my body in relation to transitioning my feelings thoughts attitude speech and actions.

C) Therefore, I am with good intentions intensely increasing my task effort time energy and nature to open up the blockages of my spirit in relation to transcending my feelings thoughts attitude speech and action.

D) Therefore, I am with good intentions intensely increasing my task effort time energy and nature to open up the blockages of my soul in relation to transferring or transmitting my feelings thoughts attitude speech and actions.

A) Is designed to meet the need which is based on economic incentives that produces what is to be recognized as values.

B) Is designed to resolved issues which is based on political initiatives that produces what is to be recognized as views.

C) Is designed to solve problems which is based on social influences that produces what is to be recognized as vices.

D) Is designed to answer questions which are based on religious indication of indoctrination what is to be recognizing as virtues.

The question arises how do I become remotely satisfied content if you will within my own soul? This is the quest that is to be experienced and explored certainly, it has an exploration date. So this issue of concern is problematic and that needs to addressed and solved. Thus the eye of the soul must meet the need head on. Now we get into physics a branch or extension of science of the study of matter and energy and the relation between them.
Anytime there is an extension it is an expression and all things have a need for expression. However, when human expression is dined that turns into violence an unresolved status is the result of violence. Silence is a precursor that leans toward to rage. Which could lead to abbreviated life expectancy? Certainly an unfulfilled expectation leads to frustration and behind it is deception. What is to be fulfilled in relation to being obligated to completely reach the full potential that is us all? **RA UN NEFER AMEN** deals with two major divisions of our being. The potential to do and the power to do when the faculty of power reaches its full potential it will correspond perfecting its ability to be to be what you might ask transformed.

So the science of energy and matter conveys one major message the message of transformation. As we are subjected to matter the carbon data of energy illustrates and demonstrates the existence of all life this is the beginning principle of life constitutes the rudiments from the remaining elements such as earth wind fire and water, something that is habitable. Liken unto breath in the body and oxygen to the brain and blood through the veins, the beginning principle of life is sacred. For that which sacred is the order duty and responsibility of the family unit. This family unit is the manifest destiny of understanding the method of our being and living in harmony. For me there is no such thing as written knowledge because all true knowledge comes through doing or experiential knowledge. To comprehend this type of understanding I am able to communicate a clearer and more precise image to the world that is the existing reality. For me Understanding is the continuation of direct and indirect support of sound interpreted and translated into a language in order to keep alive and salvage the good of what remains from it.

Let’s look at the word tone it is applied to a color and a person known as a human being however, a person in the Latin sense of the word is through which sound is made. The tone is a sound that goes through octaves. Through or to be measured by its scales many more than one depending on the announced of how it is pronounced will determined how it to be received when is it understood. Note the scales are the rhythm expresses linguistically, certainly it sends vibratory signals to the waves of the brain. Establishing the fact that the mind is you head to head from ankh to ankh alpha to omega aleph tau the purpose of the sound is transmitting through a medium unto a receiver. The feelings thoughts attitude language and activity of this sound creates a condition a habitual program in order to make sense out of intelligence and knowledge it is applicable form is intelligence. To make sense out of a habitual condition of programmed emotions. This is designed to help us to overcome our human grievous. Note the scales of the rhythm or the intervals of expressing the English alpha bets ABCDEFG(7) HIJKLMNOP(9) QRS(3)TUV(3)WX(2)Y and Z) now I have said my ABC’s alpha beta calculus and others words calculate, Becoming a life force late in the game. What you think of my mind. It liken a belief system of a hereditary environment that helps to makes habitual sense out of intelligence and giving this humanity to the world duplication this form of communication unto a united image that is to be feared and respected.